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Abstract: This paper analyzed the broad impact of seven selected theories in Architecture to be specific Vastu Shastra, Feng 

Shui, some Vitruvian standards, Essay on Architecture (Laugier), four components of design (Semper), five focuses towards 

another Architecture (Le Corbusier) and Green Architecture. It concentrates first on its chronicled establishments, 

improvement of these ideas and its method of use. The investigation additionally considered the centrality of these theories 

as of late and distinguished a near example language among the ideas. The strategy included broad writing survey on the 

standards. The outcomes uncovered that Green Architecture is the longest enduring, structure and building idea. Once 

more, the examination exhibited that these standards paying little mind to their root accentuate maintainability and the 

capacity to impersonate and apply the laws of nature in plan and building. This infers from the origination phase of 

structure, the creator must consider the complexities and wonders of the site bringing about upgraded congruity between 

man, structures and the regular habitat.  

Keywords: Green architecture, Harmony, Seven Selected Theories, Vastu Shastra, Living standards.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

At the point when God said „let there be light' in the book of Genesis, it represented the occasion of life 

on the earth. Also, when He made man, it meant the start of man’s fill in as steward of the indigenous 

habitat. Per human needs, cover positions among the unmistakable. Throughout the hundreds of years, 

man has developed in the arrangement of asylum; from caverns to advanced structures of this age. The 

craftsmanship and study of structuring and development has fomented a great deal of contentions, however 

through numerous hundreds of years various styles of plan and development had been received [1]. The 

topic of “what is architecture”? Is a provocative inquiry which has waited throughout the hundreds of 

years and impelled numerous who lived so as to investigate, acknowledge and cut limits for themselves 

regarding the matter?  

Researchers accepted that the experience of architecture is a private discourse between the body, mind 

and the manufactured condition. Architecture centers the person and the fastidious utilization of 

configuration to offer types of assistance that address the issues of man. Sum up architecture as the 

craftsmanship and study of structures worried about tasteful characteristics just as structure. The 

exploration verges on the inquiries identifying with its chronicled supporting, its turn of events, and 

application just as pertinence of these selected standards [2]. This paper initially inspects Vaastu Shastra 

(Vastu Shastra) and Feng Shui which is drilled predominately in India and China separately. As indicated 

by researchers, these standards have been acknowledged and drilled by the western world since it was 

acknowledged in a logical setting characterizes Feng Shui as an antiquated order that impacts the plan and 

format of structures and urban areas. Vastu Shastra is a science that illuminates the development and 

configuration regarding structures like sanctuaries and royal residences. 

Vastu Shastra and Feng Shui standards depend on synchronizing the manufactured condition with the 

common habitat [3]. As indicated "Architecture is the excellent right and wonderful play of volumes 

united in light" states that Le Corbusier built up the „Les cinq focuses d' une architecture nouvelle‟ 
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likewise alluded to as the 'Five Points of Architecture'. These included: the backings (Pilotis), Flat (rooftop 

garden), free arrangement (open arrangement system), free exterior, utilization of long even windows. In 

the book „De Architectura‟, Vitruvius communicated the old speculation for the improvement of 

structural quality, and set out a progression of exact standards. 

Vitruvius recorded the fundamental standards of design as Order, Arrangement, Eurhythmy, Symmetry, 

Propriety, Economy. Laugier, an eighteenth century Priest, scholar and Architect deciphered the central 

standards of architecture utilizing the crude hovel remark that the motivation behind Laugier”s article, 

'Essai sur Architecture, was planned to catch the genuine soul and structure of architecture. Without a lot 

of standards, it is hard to recognize a decent and a terrible plan [4]. Additionally expresses that Laugher’s 

hypothesis depended on standards regarding the idea of the crude cabin which concentrated on sections, 

entablature and pediment. Preceding the spread of industrialization, the mid nineteenth century saw the 

development of the order of history. This filled in as a methods for liberating workmanship and 

architecture from the late eighteenth century principles of impersonation. The time of the modern upset in 

the nineteenth century saw a sparkle of another type of architecture. Gottfried Semper, a German Architect 

moved toward the issue of design starting points putting together them with respect to the hearth, hill, 

rooftop, and fenced in area. Semper was interested by a Caribbean hovel during the Crystal Palace show 

in year 1851 [5]. 

Semper speculated that the hearth was the purpose of socialization. Like Laugher’s hypothesis, the hearth 

is the center of the cottage and offers hugeness to the hill, rooftop and nook. Rettenwender and Spitz 

contend that before the advancement of these theories, the “primitive” man had lived off the assets of land. 

Utilizing characteristic materials for home, the “primitive” man orchestrated with nature demonstrating 

old man’s manner towards saving the earth which interprets as green architecture [6]. From the 

abovementioned, plainly these plan standards present a trace of supplementing and improving similarity 

between the assembled condition and the regular habitat. Many research papers and treatises, for example, 

The Symbolic Form of Architecture, Trimmer, have been written comparable to different plan standards 

throughout the hundreds of years yet none offers a more extensive degree regarding the matter. In 

synopsis, the examination centers around distinguishing near musings between seven selected plan 

hypotheses [7].  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Considering the accentuation set on a near report through diagnostic thinking, the examination utilized 

the utilization of writing audit as the instrument for analyzing these standards of design. Seven 

compositional ways of thinking were concentrated to be specific from: Feng Shui, Vastu Shastra, Le 

Corbusier, Vitruvius, Green Architecture, Gottfried Semper and Marc-Antoine Laugier. At least two 

methods of reasoning were browsed different classes arranged as: customary, contemporary and individual 

scholars [8]. For the most part, these standards were picked dependent on their impact in the cutting edge 

way to deal with structure over the world.  

The customary standards were picked because of their developing ubiquity in the western world; Feng 

Shui and Vaastu Shastra. The contemporary standards in particular Green Architecture and Le Corbusier 

were embraced because of worldwide praise and its permanent effect in plan. The scholars; Vitruvius, 

Gottfried Semper and Marc-Antoine Laugier composed talks that molded the example of the calling of 

design [9]. Their impact however inconspicuous, is as yet joined into the applied plan process. Despite 

the fact that Le Corbusier can be delegated a scholar, his standards has risen above from thought to 

affecting twentieth century design and past. The examination was basically founded on composed writing 

sourced from books via prepared writers, proposals and diaries. Elective sources from where information 

was looked for included meeting papers, examine reports, sites, web journals and audit papers [10].  
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RESULTS 

The study’s look into questions were arranged under history and roots, improvement of these practices 

(hypotheses) and significance as of late. The accompanying speak to the outcomes got from the 

examination. History and source Feng Shui actually implies “wind” and “water”. In rundown, As an 

antiquated order that analyzes the destinations of urban areas and structures, and decides the design and 

attractive course of action of both outside and inside spaces. Feng Shui is around 4000 - 6000 years of 

age. Vastu Shastra then again, can be depicted as living in amicability with nature and synchronizing 

energies with the powers of nature. The study of Vastu Shastra is viewed as around 12,000 years of age. 

Both Feng Shui and Vastu Shastra are conventional structure rehearses that have persevered through the 

passages of time. Vastu is moderately more established; and from the contention of, it has enormously 

affected the specialty of Feng affirms that around 3000 years back priests traversed the Himalayan 

Mountains from India, through Tibet and into China, conveying with them this antiquated Vedic 

information. Altered predominately by atmosphere, Vastu Shastra developed into Feng Shui.  

Maestro and Maestro accept that the impact of Vastu Shastra is the power that affected different standards 

or study of structure and development. Landmarks like the Egyptian and Mayan pyramids, Taj Mahal, 

Greek Parthenon and Roman Coliseum have to a great extent been affected by the study of Vastu Shastra; 

concerning shape, extent, estimations and arrangement to the cardinal focuses (in the same place). From 

the information assembled, the contemporary theories that showed up later in the ensuing hundreds of 

years have to a great extent been impacted straightforwardly or by implication by these customary 

standards. Dynamic and detached structure contemplations of the natural factors, for example, wind, 

daylight course, building direction on a plot came about because of the long presence and impact of Vastu 

Shastra. Aside from the customary standards, the vast majority of different standards developed during 

the seventeenth century separated from the Vitruvian rule and Green Architecture.  

This underlines the way that the idea of Vastu to a great extent influenced different standards. From the 

statements of the historical backdrop of Green Architecture is essentially the historical backdrop of 

humankind and even goes past the rise of individuals. Green architecture is the longest enduring rule 

among other plan standards. Green architecture is characterized as a methodology of structuring that limits 

the unsafe impacts of the manufactured condition and the human factor so as to protect the indigenous 

habitat by utilizing eco-accommodating materials and development strategies.  

From the information accumulated, the contemporary theories that showed up later in the ensuing 

hundreds of years have to a great extent been impacted straightforwardly or in a roundabout way by these 

customary standards. Dynamic and latent structure contemplations of the ecological factors, for example, 

wind, daylight bearing, building direction on a plot came about because of the long presence and impact 

of Vastu Shastra. Aside from the conventional standards, the vast majority of different standards advanced 

during the seventeenth century separated from the Vitruvian guideline and Green Architecture. This 

stresses the way that the idea of Vastu to a great extent influenced different standards. From the statements 

of the historical backdrop of Green Architecture is essentially the historical backdrop of humankind and 

even goes past the rise of people.  

Green architecture is the longest enduring rule among other plan standards. Green architecture is 

characterized as a methodology of structuring that limits the unsafe impacts of the manufactured condition 

and the human factor so as to safeguard the indigenous habitat by utilizing eco-accommodating materials 

and development strategies. The term Green design and supportability were ideas that were resuscitated 

in the 1960‟s especially in the United States of America. Prior to at that point, Le Corbusier had applied 

the green rule to the Villa La Roche in 1925. In the talks of Semper and Laugier written in the eighteenth 

century, the topic of nature and concordance is investigated and highlighted.  
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Green is an idea that has consistently been in presence and has been utilized nuance in structures 

throughout the hundreds of years. Because of headway of innovation, increasingly refined structures are 

made yet a similar idea of congruity with condition is fundamentally thought of. Because of the effect of 

the constructed condition on the regular habitat, different affirmation systems have been applied to control 

the kind of structures brought into the earth. They incorporate the Building Research Establishment 

Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) of the United Kingdom (UK), National Australia 

Building Environmental Rating system (NABERS), Taiwan’s EEWH (Ecology, Energy sparing, Waste 

decrease and Health) and the United States(US) Leadership in Energy and Environment Design (LEED).  

Advancement of the standards. The four standards which are attached in a general sense to an idea called 

“Qi” (chi). In Vastu Shastra, „Pancha Maha Bhootas‟ are components of nature to be specific Earth, 

Water, Air, Fire and Space which fill in as the basic guideline of this science. The Chinese who 

predominately practice Feng shui accept that the five components of Chi are made show by the nearness 

of fire, water, earth, wood and metal. The components of Feng Shui and Vastu Shastra looks to some 

extent like antiquated Greek conviction that the world is comprised of four components; fire, air, earth 

and water. Both Feng shui and Vastu Shastra affirm that the components must be in concordance to 

guarantee the proceeded with presence of life in the paradise, earth and human plane.  

Likewise like Feng Shui and Vastu Shastra, the idea of Green architecture additionally looks to make 

amicability and harmony between the manufactured condition and nature. Green architecture includes 

“one whose development and lifetime activity guarantees the most advantageous conceivable condition 

while speaking to the most productive and least problematic utilization of land, water, vitality and 

resources”. These methodologies have been made by man as a result of the broad effect structures have 

on the earth; a building’s life cycle is normally portrayed by the utilization of vitality, crude materials and 

the emanation of poisons. A green structure configuration process must start with a personal 

comprehension of the site so as to create a design that grasps the site attributes in this way decreasing the 

harm on the earth. Le Corbusier, one of the most persuasive twentieth Century Architect hypothesized 

five standards which impacted present day design to be specific the backings (Pilotis), level (rooftop 

garden), free arrangement (open arrangement system), free exterior and the utilization of long flat 

windows. Under every standard, Le Corbusier accepted that a structure must frame some portion of its 

condition.  

However in the use of the pilotis, it was seen that this rule makes an intriguing complexity to other plan 

methods of reasoning that look to blend the abode with the earth, and to consolidate the experience of a 

material earth in a structure. Be that as it may, Le Corbusier’s by and large point was to permit the vehicle 

development and the green progression in the Villa Savoye plan. Furthermore, there is bringing the scene 

under the blueprint of the structure making an association between the structure (Villa Savoye) and the 

scene. This position additionally permits a central impression of the client from a stature above valuing 

all-encompassing magnificence and amicability brings up Le Corbusier had confidence in structures that 

should give back the space it takes up on the ground by supplanting it with a nursery (green) in the sky.  

Likewise, rooftop gardens fill in as methods for carrying nature to structures; Le Corbusier opened the top 

of the structure to make a continuous vista of the encompassing site. The last three standards utilize an 

auxiliary system considered domino that permits free arrangement (open arrangement system), free 

exterior and the utilization of long flat windows. Once more, the previously mentioned guideline take into 

consideration the amplification of room, permits enough lighting and ventilation in the space and casings 

the user’s vision by the long flat windows.  

Comprehensively, it upgrades warm solace for the clients of the space. In an initial statement from Semper, 

he expresses that “any talk should initially return to the straightforward starting point of the subject under 

survey, follow its continuous turn of events and clarify the special cases and varieties by contrasting them 

and their states”. From this idea, Semper put together his talk with respect to a Caribbean cottage at the 
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Crystal Palace show in 1851, from which he created „The Four Elements of Architecture‟. These 

components incorporated the hearth, hill, rooftop, and fenced in area. As per Semper (1851), the hearth is 

the most significant part of a home. The hearth filled in as the point of convergence of socialization inside 

the abode, different components adds to the importance and capacity of the hearth.  

The walled in area, rooftop and hill give solace and security from outer factors, for example, wind, 

downpour and burglars among others. Despite the fact that the way of structuring has advanced after some 

time, the strain of impersonating nature as motivation despite everything wins. This is like hypothesizes. 

Marc-Antoine Laugier put together the „primitive hut‟ hypothesis with respect to the idea of 

impersonating nature.  

In his book the characteristic procedure, workmanship was born. Laugier’s work endeavored to build up 

standards of design; a standard to characterize positive or negative architecture not founded on tastes, 

impulses or whims. Laugier characterized the reason of design as normal; basic and delightful yet 

objective. As indicated by Vitruvius c.50 BC, request, course of action, eurhythmy, balance, respectability 

and economy are the central standards of design.  

By and large, it is seen that request must be the most significant since it was the first to be referenced. 

Request is depicted as the formation of a pecking order, the foundation of a position among the 

components comprising the work, by ascribing the best possible greatness to every last one of them. The 

topic of amicability, consistency and creation goes through Vitruvius” standards. The standard of economy 

includes the correct administration of materials and site, just as a frugal adjusting of cost and presence of 

mind in the development of works. The best possible administration of materials, cost and site is molded 

by concerns with respect to atmosphere, site, and inhabitants (on the same page). This guideline likewise 

connects to maintainability and green structural practices in today’s period. Application in Feng Shui, 

amicability is accomplished using hues and the presentation of nature and water into the space.  

These contemplations certify the need of joining „green‟ into plans to guarantee the prosperity of the 

inhabitants. The cautious and classy utilization of hues additionally help in improving solace both mentally 

and thermally; as it decreases the measure of warmth in the space. Vastu Shastra accentuates the 

requirement for right direction of a structure, managed by the “Vastu Purusha Mandala” which fills in as 

a typology of a Compass for deciding a promising position a residence. In India, the North and East are 

perfect situations for arranging structures since all positive sun oriented energies originate from this 

heading yet in China South finishes are suitable in light of the fact that cool breezes and sand dust originate 

from the North.  

The use of Vastu Shastra is controlled by the direction of plot and building, the utilization of Vastu 

purusha, usage of corresponding estimation, the six formula of Vedic architecture, Character and style. 

The previously mentioned factors bear similarity to the Vitruvian standards of design. This likeness could 

validate Maestro and Maestro’s attestation that impact of Vastu can be found in incredible compositional 

landmarks that have withstood the assaults of time and the elements. Vastu Shastra began as a science for 

the development of Hindu sanctuaries yet Feng Shui began as a craft of position of dead bodies to expand 

the progression of vitality to existing ages. For the most part, Feng shui appears to be increasingly well 

known due to its adaptability in the utilization of spaces. Spaces can be controlled to accomplish Feng 

Shui through the presentation of mirrors or roses however Vastu Shastra is regularly applied right from 

the earliest starting point of the structure. A structure is viewed as green when plan procedures, for 

example, the utilization of green rooftops, boosting common lighting through fenestrations, balances, bay 

windows, chamber and so on are utilized. These procedures have the general goal of amplifying ventilation 

and characteristic light.  

Unintentionally, this lines up with Le Corbusier’s five focuses towards another architecture. Laugier, 

Semper and Vitruvius hypotheses likewise focus on manageability and harmony between the assembled 
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condition and the nature. Le Corbusier’s hypothesis enveloped the utilization of long thin sections to 

maintain and let loose the ground underneath to permit make space for unwinding or a nursery. 

Additionally, the creation of the Domino system allowed the utilization of a free arrangement that isn't 

reliant on inside division of customary workmanship dividers or parcels. Another outcome from the 

domino system brought about the utilization of long even windows that could traverse the whole veneer.  

This permitted spaces to be consistently lit. Once more, the domino system advanced the utilization of the 

free veneer which permits dividers to be liberated from their constructional job. Vitruvius (15 BC) accepts 

that a structure must have impeccable extents, adjusted proportions between units of the individuals, must 

be alluring just as prudent in its development. The thoughts of Vitruvius, finishing every one of his 

thoughts in the crude cottage which concentrated on the utilization of the segment, entablature and the 

pediment. Numerous structures of classical times highlighted the utilization of these components. A prime 

model incorporates the Supreme Court of America. The four components of architecture; hearth, hill, 

rooftop and walled in area. The German modeler proposed that the hearth fills in as a common spot for 

socialization hence the utilization of living territory is significant. A model is found in the falling water 

planned. The utilization of the hill is featured in the structure of the Farnsworth house. The rooftop and 

walled in area are components that emerge because of the insurance and solace of the indoor space. The 

different theories all focus on maintainability and harmony between the manufactured and common 

habitats. Pertinence The conventional methods of reasoning; Feng Shui and Vastu Shastra distinguished 

plan contemplations in the earth which help in improving the solace of man; adjusted atmosphere, culture 

and development.  

Scholars like Laugier, Semper and Vitruvius denoted the way in the calling of architecture by drawing 

limits that proposed great and terrible plans. Above all, they accepted that nature was the wellspring of 

man’s motivation for excellence and request in the manufactured condition. This would in the long run 

add to add up to harmonization of the constructed and indigenous habitat. As to nearby architecture in 

Ghana, comparable standards of configuration have been utilized in different structures. From the modest 

mud, atakpame and yard houses among others to contemporary plans like the one air Terminal Square 

(Airport city, Accra) and the Unity Hall on KNUST grounds, Kumasi. In outline, a domain with all 

components of nature in congruity influences man decidedly. On the other hand, an imbalanced situation 

brings about a danger to man‟s solace and presence on earth.  

CONCLUSION 

The discoveries of the investigation propose that the synchronizing of the manufactured and regular habitat 

is the ongoing theme of thought among the selected standards in architecture. Feng is around 6000 years 

of age and it is predominately drilled in China. Through numerous turns of events, it has developed into a 

science that manages site arranging, building and configuration to encourage amicability between the 

assembled and common habitat. In some cases called Indian Feng Shui, Vastu Shastra bears numerous 

likenesses between Feng Shui. There are numerous declarations that Feng Shui is Vastu Shastra changed 

by atmosphere and culture predominately. Vaastu Shastra is around 12000 years of age and has expansive 

impact in different countries separated from India where it is predominately polished. The science directs 

the plan and development of structures in amicability with the laws of nature and the universe. Both plan 

ideas manage the utilization of “life force” or “life energy” and the utilization of the five components of 

nature. Green Architecture manages the harmonization of the site with its environmental factors.  

The time of green design can't be given however by different contentions from specialists in the field, 

„green‟ is as old as the universe. Green isn't characterized as a shading rather it is the methods for lessening 

the destructive effect of the assembled condition on nature and its occupants. The pattern of the assembled 

condition is described by the utilization of crude materials, utilization of vitality and emanation of poisons. 

Because of the ceaseless corruption of the earth, numerous confirmation modules have been created to 
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direct the kind of structures that are received into the common habitat. They incorporate The US LEED 

program and Taiwan’s EEWH (Ecology, Energy sparing, Waste decrease and Health).  

All these accreditation programs are planned for giving ecologically cordial condition to its occupants and 

to check the harm and strain the manufactured condition has on the common habitat. One of the most 

compelling Architects of the twentieth Century in the individual of Le Corbusier was conceived in 1887 

in Switzerland along the Jura Mountains. Le Corbusier had a rich and developmental youth of 

workmanship and music. Le Corbusier was predominately, affected by L Eplattenier, his teacher to seek 

after architecture. Through his movements through Europe, he looked for another request for design. By 

1925, one of his huge works, La Roche was the encapsulation of his five proposes.  

Le Corbusier titled these five focuses in a pronouncement called “Five Points Towards a New 

Architecture”. These five focuses included; the backings (pilotis), the free Facade, the open arrangement, 

utilization of long even windows and level rooftop. With these impacts Le Corbusier created rules that 

changed and improved the example of structuring for the following century. Before Le Corbusier, 

numerous scholars and engineers had likewise thought of a characterized structure and limit by which 

design could be custom fitted. Laugier, additionally a Jesuit cleric was conceived in 1711.  

The start of the Renaissance time frame started the impersonation of these old styles and ostentatious 

ornamentation; disturbed by the pattern, Laugier wrotean paper titled “Essai sur Architectur” in 1753. In 

this article, he laid out the standards essential for a “good” design in the similarity of a crude cottage. The 

standards incorporated the utilization of sections, pediments and entablature. The paper was planned for 

characterizing decides that would oversee and separate a decent structure from a terrible one. Semper 

hypothesized four components that should fill in as the structure squares of architecture.  

The four components are the hearth, stage, rooftop and its backings. These components were birth because 

of Semper’s interest of a Caribbean hovel at the Great Exhibition in 1851 in London. At long last, 

Vitruvius speaks to one of the principle voices of the traditional period. As per Vitruvius, design is 

represented by the standards of request, plan, eurhythmy, appropriateness and economy. Vitruvius 

accepted that any compositional piece must fulfill these conditions to create a structure of magnificence, 

parity and manageability.  

The primary goal of this paper was to propose a consolidated hypothesis of the contemplated standards. 

Likewise, the examination was embraced to comprehend architecture ways of thinking from their 

authentic establishments, application and importance in today’s period. The outcome from the 

investigation shows that these standards paying little mind to their starting point underline supportability 

and the capacity to emulate and apply the laws of nature in structure and building. Likewise, this exercises 

ingested from nature ought to be applied with the end goal that it produces concordance between man, the 

assembled and common habitats. From the outcomes, it is basic that from the origination phase of plan, 

the creator must think about the specific situation and qualities of the site.  

This goes far to upgrade concordance between man, structures and the regular habitat. Likewise, the 

incorporation of progressively authentic material into the Ghanaian compositional educational plan or 

schedule would upgrade the comprehension of the understudy planner in creating ideas. This procedure 

of idea improvement would have firm and rich hypothetical reason for plans. At long last, the investigation 

diagrams the strategies through which a few standards appeared; this strategy could enable Ghanaian 

Architects to create comparative typologies of rules that could be exceptionally Ghanaian. 
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